The entire Vocal Studio playlist can be found at https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL9PqsN7uCpTDLDuWRciOqUpm6413_Rsez

1. Vocal Relaxation and Freedom: Yawn sigh and lip trills
   https://youtu.be/ykxGG50nL0A

2. Breathing and Support: Diaphragmatic breathing and conserving the breath
   https://youtu.be/eibYUQFX6iA

3. Vowel Formation and Unification: Forming the five basic vowels and unifying vowels for choral performance
   https://youtu.be/ZdPLhJHJen0

4. Vocal Resonance: Establishing resonance with the hum and nyaah
   https://youtu.be/e21m0tgGXn0

5. Extending Vocal Range: Using the yawn sigh to extend range and relaxing the voice at the top and bottom of the vocal range
   https://youtu.be/LJUNfyuyXk0

6. Connecting Vocal Registers: Description of chest, head and falsetto registers and exercises for blending chest and head registers
   https://youtu.be/4bYQysFvgAY

Michael’s Vocal Warmup for High Voices: A general warmup to prepare for a choral rehearsal
https://youtu.be/J-3ihrbkJhl

Michael’s Vocal Warmup for Low Voices: A general warmup to prepare for a choral rehearsal
https://youtu.be/YyW7Ejls0UU